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X-Apparently-To:

thewizardofzin@yahoo.com via 209.191.87.115; Sat, 18 Feb 2006 00:26:44 - 0800

X-Originating-IP:

[209.240.205.137]

Return-Path:

<victorgm@webtv.net>

Authentication-Results:

mta351.mail.mud.yahoo.com from=webtv.net; domainkeys=neutral (no sig)

Received:

from 209.240.205.137 (EHLO smtpout- 3202.bay.webtv.net) (209.240.205.137) by
mta351.mail.mud.yahoo.com with SMTP; Sat, 18 Feb 2006 00:26:44 - 0800

Received:

from storefull- 3238.bay.webtv.net (bay- 6me- tv- 1a- natpool- 1.bay.webtv.net [209.240.207.249]) by smtpout3202.bay.webtv.net (WebTV_Postfix+sws) with ESMTP id 02551D5E6 for <thewizardofzin@yahoo.com>; Sat,
18 Feb 2006 00:26:44 - 0800 (PST)

Received:

(from production@localhost) by storefull- 3238.bay.webtv.net (8.8.8- wtv- f/mt.gso.26Feb98) id AAA12729;
Sat, 18 Feb 2006 00:26:43 - 0800 (PST)

X-WebTV-Signature:

1 ETAsAhRQ/9JwTWaBADn4KqWqtgzstxpN6AIUYAveTmb82HD+lFenRJCVeG8XpWU=

From:

"Victor Martinez" <victorgm@webtv.net>

Date:

Sat, 18 Feb 2006 00:26:43 - 0800

To:

thewizardofzin@yahoo.com
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Subject:
Message-ID:

<24530- 43F6DA43- 16541@storefull- 3238.bay.webtv.net>

Content-Disposition:

Inline

Content-Type:

Multipart/Mixed; Boundary=WebTV- Mail- 13837- 7973

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7Bit
MIME-Version:

1.0 (WebTV)

Content-Length:

5055
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Received:

from smtpinvite- 3302.bay.webtv.net (209.240.205.170) by storefull- 3238.bay.webtv.net with WTV- SMTP; Tue, 31
Jan 2006 22:21:36 - 0800

Received:

from hotmail.com (bay103- dav14.bay103.hotmail.com [65.54.174.86]) by smtpinvite- 3302.bay.webtv.net
(WebTV_Postfix+sws) with ESMTP id 41FE5E10D for <victorgm@webtv.net>; Tue, 31 Jan 2006 22:21:36 - 0800
(PST)

Received:

from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Tue, 31 Jan 2006 22:21:35 - 0800

Message-ID:

<BAY103- DAV146A9CBC3276F22EAC1DC8E10B0@phx.gbl>

Received:

from 71.213.156.38 by BAY103 - DAV14.phx.gbl with DAV; Wed, 01 Feb 2006 06:21:35 +0000

X-Originating-IP:

[71.213.156.38]

X-Originating-Email:

[rickdoty166@msn.com]

X-Sender:

rickdoty166@msn.com

From:

"RICK DOTY" <rickdoty166@msn.com>

To:

"Victor Martinez" <victorgm@webtv.net>
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Subject:

Re: Emails

Date:

Tue, 31 Jan 2006 23:21:36 - 0700

MIME-Version:

1.0

Content-Type:

multipart/alternative; boundary="- - - - =_NextPart_000_0077_01C626BD.149C9B80"

X-Priority:

3

X-MSMail-Priority:

Normal

X-Mailer:

MSN 9

X-MimeOLE:

Produced By MSN MimeOLE V9.10.0011.1703

Seal-Send -Time:

Tue, 31 Jan 2006 23:21:36 - 0700

X-OriginalArrivalTime: 01 Feb 2006 06:21:35.0973 (UTC) FILETIME=[C0C7B950:01C626F7]
X-Brightmail:

HTML Attachment [
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]

Victor:
Enclosed are the 26 emails I got from people, who claimed to have been involved or had
knowledge of Project Crystal Knight and Project Bishop. I pasted the body of each email to this
email, to make things a little easier for you.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I was involved with this program years ago. I was a Air Force Captain assigned to a training
element at Tyndall Air Base Florida. We trained these 12 in astronaut procedures. We didn't really
know their final mission but we did know they were going into space. I didn't realize their fate until
they returned. I read the classified report and first thought it was a work of fiction. But as I read
the report I realized these 12 men went to another planet, lived among aliens and returned. Four
died and eight returned.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I am a retired Army Colonel. I was stationed at the Defense Language Institute (DLA) in the early
50s. My specialty was languages. I spoke five different languages. I was sent on a temporary duty
assignment to the Special Intelligence Center Ft. Belvoir, Maryland in 1964. When I arrived,
I was given a dictaphone recording of a language. I listened to that language and realized it was
something I have never heard before. It didn't sound like a language but more like pitches and
tones created by some device. I was later told this language was an Alien language and that I,
along with others, would have to somehow translate it. Our team (18 language specialists) worked
on this for six months but couldn't crack it. I learned of a special operation mission of 12
astronauts to an alien planet. The 12 had to learn this language but it was almost impossible for us
to teach a language like this. We never did learn a single word and to the best of my knowledge,
neither did the astronauts.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I was involved in Project Crystal Knight from about 1960 until 1965. I was assigned as a civilian to
this project. I was a CIA employee, with a specialty of survival in a foreign environment. I was a
training instructor at the CIA training camp in Virginia. I trained the 12 men, no women, who went
on this mission. They spent about eight months at our training facility. Few knew their exact
mission, which was classified Top Secret/Codeword. I had no other involvement with this mission
after 1965. I was very surprised to hear this story come to light now after all these years.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
The serpo information that I just read is not totally correct. There were two women in the original
16 selected for training. I helped train the team, including the two women. But after the final
selection process, which did not involved any combat training like was mentioned in the site, the
two women were dropped from the list. During the training, the team members didn't know their
actual assignment. When the final cut was made, the 12 selected were sent to a military prison
and then told of the assignment. The 12 were isolated from that point on. The 12 were removed
from the payroll of the government and placed in a special file within the defense intelligence
agency. The dia was the controlling agency in Project Crystal Knight, which was the name of the
operation.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
To comprehend the matter involving SERPO, one must understand the complexity of the United
States Government. Project Crystal Knight pertained to the training and relocation of 12 brave
United States Military Men to a foreign alien planet 42 light years from Earth. I was one person in
charge of a final phase of training. I was one person who knew the operation. I was one person
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who knew the names of those involved. However, I never knew the names of the 12 men sent on
that special long distance mission. The names were classified. The 12 had numbers, three digit
numbers. But all the training instructors, mission directors and project managers used their real
names. I would believe that most of the older personnel involved in this project are dead. But
some of us are still alive. I was shocked and outraged when I first heard about the release. This
must be a Defense Intelligence Agency programmed release. I cannot believe that DIA would allow
someone to release this sensitive, classified operation without the proper approval. This must be
a segmented release project fully controlled by the DIA. Why, I wouldn't wish to guess the
reason. I am awaiting further release of photographs, which I know exists because I saw them.
There are sixteen books of photographs retrieved from the team that returned. Only eight men
returned. Two died on the planet and two remained for some unknown reason. Those two did not
wish to return to earth. But the returning crew brought back thousands of photographs.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
This is the first installment of the 26 emails. The rest will be sent later.
Rick
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